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How are you
plugging the gap
between planning
and buying?
Advance your traditional TV strategy with
audience-driven upfront planning, linear
schedule optimization, and strategic
scatter recommendations. 4C TV Planner
is a streamlined, self-service product that
enables you to build and activate audiencedriven campaigns without disruption to your
current processes.

TARGET WITH
PRECISION

MONITOR THE
COMPETITION

Gain a higher reach against
your target audience, while still
adhering to your primary demo,
with advanced controls for
optimizing linear schedules.

Unearth competitive advantages
by comparing historical spend,
airings, networks, dayparts, and
social engagement of your brand
versus your key competitors.

PLAN WITH
INTELLIGENCE

Inform future campaigns or
scatter buys using predictive
recommendations for the bestperforming networks, dayparts,
and programs for your initiatives.

FREE REPORT

4C provides deep product
expertise and strategic insights.
ANGELINA ENG, VP OF PLATFORM
SOLUTIONS & ACTIVATION, MERKLE
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Do you know which TV
programs your consumers
engage with on social media?
Get a free, custom report
of your brand’s Top 100 TV
Shows - just reach out to your
4C representative.
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Advanced TV

THE NEXT STEP IN TV MARKETING’S
DATA-DRIVEN JOURNEY
While programmatic and addressable TV are the ultimate destination for
marketers, a mere 5% of total TV ad spend will use either of those two
methods in 2017. Much is yet to solve for with these buying methods, from
inventory access to data and technology infrastructure.
The most immediate and actionable opportunity for TV marketers is
one that fits within their current processes and can impact the 95%, or
$70 billion in the U.S., of ad spend they will place in 2017. With the ability to
apply new and different data sets to optimize linear schedules, marketers can
begin to take the next step in their journey toward greater effectiveness and
efficiency in their TV advertising.

DRIVING OPPORTUNITY: CURRENT U.S. TV AD SPEND
(Source: eMarketer, 2017)

TRADITIONAL TV
(96% OF MEDIA SPEND)
Buyers secure linear TV inventory
through a direct deal with a network
or cable broadcaster using an age/
gender proxy (e.g. women 25-54)
set by Nielsen GRP data.
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PROGRAMMATIC TV
(2% OF MEDIA SPEND)
Marketers analyze viewership data provided
by set-top boxes (STB) and specialized data
providers to buy spots with viewers that best
match their target audience, then purchase and
serve inventory using automated technology.

ADVANCED TV
(15% OF TRADITIONAL
TV SPEND)
A way to buy linear TV inventory
beyond primary age and gender.
Buyers can combine data with TV
viewing information to optimize TV
schedules for programs, networks,
etc., that index higher for their
target audience.

ADDRESSABLE TV
(2% OF MEDIA SPEND)
Using similar data as programmatic TV,
marketers identify a target audience and
deliver ads to households within that target.
Few U.S. households are addressable
today, and such inventory can be purchased
from providers like Dish and DirecTV using
traditional or programmatic methods.
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